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VOLUNTARY ACTION CENTER
MISSION STATEMENT
VAC is committed to
providing high quality
services that address the basic
transportation and
nutrition needs of its
community.
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“How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before
starting to improve the world.” –Anne Frank
As we enter this season of giving, this is a time when we take the
opportunity to share our appreciation for the generosity of the
communities we serve. So many individuals, organizations,
businesses and governments give of their time and provide much
needed funding to support those in need. The quality of life we enjoy
is made possible by all who give to VAC and other agencies and services.
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No doubt, 2020 has provided all of us with once in a lifetime challenge. The pandemic has
led to loss, hardship and isolation for so many. Thanks to generous gifts of time and dollars
VAC has been able to increase Meals on Wheels service by more than 60% and provide
safe and secure transportation for those that have needed to travel. Our Summer Meal
program was able to transition to a “grab and go” service, enabling VAC to reach more
communities than ever.

Find us on Social media:

Each hour of time given by a Meals on Wheels volunteer provides for the cost of two Meals
on Wheels deliveries. Our MedVAC volunteers’ time helps us to provide medical
transportation that would otherwise remain unmet.

We are certainly blessed by the kindness of so many and so fortunate to serve such giving
communities.
December 1st marks Giving Tuesday and our annual giving campaign. Certainly, as we
work to provide vital services during the pandemic, your gift of dollars or time is more
important than ever. A contribution of $100 will provide Meals on Wheels or transportation
to dialysis for a month. Of course no gift is too small that it won’t make a difference in the
life of someone in our community.

By giving to Voluntary Action Center, you help to bring dignity, independence and caring to
countless lives. Your generosity truly is a blessing to those in need.

To learn more on how you can make a difference, visit www.vacdk.org or call us at
815 758-3932.
On behalf of the VAC family, we wish you a joyful holiday season full of bounty and
blessings,
Warmly,
Ellen
“Act as if what you do makes a difference. It does.” – William James
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VAC stands in support of
caregivers every day
#CaregivinginCrisis is the theme of
National Family Caregivers Month 2020,
a time to recognize the daily sacrifices of
almost 600,000 Illinoisans who provide
for loved ones at home.
Voluntary Action Center of Northern
Illinois recognizes National Family Caregiver Month responding with support
caregivers and the needs of their loved
ones every day. “Part of VAC's mission is
to support the caregiver,” said Ellen
Rogers, VAC executive director.
In addition to offering a balanced
nutritious meal to seniors at home, each Meals on Wheels delivery includes a well-being check. This
opportunity to check in mid-day offers a sense of security for both the senior and the caregiver,
knowing that their loved one is currently safe and doing well. VAC staff also communicates regularly
with clients’ emergency contacts, updating them on any service changes or client needs that may be
encountered.
VAC’s transit and MedVAC services offer reliable and safe transportation for people of all ages.
Scheduled rides for regular medical procedures are a large part of our transit operation. Without
access to regular safe transportation, many caregivers would be experiencing even greater stress.
“We understand the challenges that caregivers face each day,” Rogers said. “Whether it is through our
transportation service or Meals on Wheels, each day we strive to support these dedicated family
members.”
According to the Alzheimer’s Association, 83% of all long-term care services in the community is
provided by unpaid caregivers, primarily family members. Paula Basta, Director of the Illinois
Department on Aging noted in a recent letter to Aging Network affiliates that the almost 600,000
Illinois family caregivers provide an estimated 670 million hours of unpaid care during any given year.
“These caregivers are a critical resource for older Illinoisans facing the devastating toll of social
isolation exacerbated by the COVID-19 epidemic,” Basta said.
Increased isolation and the risks of declining mental and physical health continue to be a big concern
for caregivers, as the pandemic and ensuing isolation is now entering its eighth month. That is where
VAC’s mission to serve is most valuable. VAC offers daily assurances for the elderly and their caregivers through offering access to the most vital of human services, nutrition, connectivity, and access.
For more information on VAC transit and nutrition services, or to offer support through volunteerism
or donation, call (815)758-3932 or visit online at http://vacdk.com/.
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Choose To Move Northern Rehab Challenge Raises
Funds for Voluntary Action Center
Northern Rehab Physical Therapy Specialists recently presented a donation check to Voluntary Action Center from funds
raised during their recent “Choose To Move Northern Rehab Challenge” event held through mid-October.
As part of National Physical Therapy Month, Northern Rehab created the Choose To Move event to raise awareness of
the value and benefits of physical therapy, Northern Rehab wanted to encourage our community to get up, get out, and
enjoy a variety of physical activities. They invited people of all ages to enjoy physical activity while raising funds for
Voluntary Action Center (VAC). “We chose the Voluntary Action Center as the recipient of our fundraiser because of all
the important programs they provide in our community.
“We’re thrilled to present the VAC with a check for $1200.00 to help support their valuable nutrition programs, Meals on
Wheels, TransVac and MedVac services, and other programs especially during the difficult times during Covid-19,” said
Ken Olson, Physical Therapist and President of Northern Rehab.
Northern Rehab extend their gratitude to the community members that participated in this event and supported the
Voluntary Action Center. Northern Rehab, voted DeKalb’s Best Physical Therapists for 9 consecutive years, is a physical
therapist owned and operated physical therapy practice dedicated to providing clients with the very best customized care,
and has built a solid reputation and strong relationships within the communities it serves.
They remind readers, if you stopped or missed your physical therapy treatments, need pre or post-operative care, are deconditioned
due to being more sedentary during COVID-19, or have current or
reoccurring pain, now is the time to
focus on rebuilding and improving your health. A physician’s prescription is no longer required to receive physical therapy treatment, which means you can contact us directly to start feeling better right away.
To schedule an appointment or for more information, please call
Northern Rehab at 815.756.8524 or visit www.northernrehapt.com.
You may also find Northern Rehab on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn.

Photo Caption: Pictured here (left to right) is Colleen Bredeson, VAC’s Nutrition Programs Director with Northern Rehab’s Ken Olson.

Voluntary Action Center
bringing food to the table of those in need
in our communities.
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Thank you Staff!
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Community news and support
VAC thanks the Kishwaukee United Way and their recent online auction for the support of local
causes. The Taste Bottles and Brews Pandemic Edition virtual auction was held online on November 12th featuring local musical talent and a guided tasting with Byers Brewing Company.

To learn more about projects and initiatives of
Kishwaukee United Way,
contact Gretchen Sprinkle:
gretchen@kishunitedway.com
or 815-756-7522.

We owe another big thanks to
our great supporter,
First Midwest Bank,
for including VAC in their
Volunteer Week initiative!

First Midwest employees donated
cart-loads of nonperishable foods to VAC
from our Amazon wish list.
These food items will help us greatly as we
begin to prepare our
Winter Emergency Meal kits for our seniors.
Thank you to First Midwest Bank and their
generous employees for their kindness and
support to our mission.
#vacstrong
This Holiday Season,
consider a gift of love,
help VAC build
Emergency Meal Kits.
Our mission to bring
healthy nutrition to
those isolated at home
includes filling their
pantries in anticipation
of snow days and
unexpected service
interruptions, such as
this year’s COVID-19
pandemic.
With your help, we can
assure that our seniors
have a good supply of
shelf stable food
options.
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Happy Anniversary!
November Anniversaries
Larry Burns, DeKalb Transportation Maintenance, VAC Sycamore - 16 years
Jacqueline Coutts, LaSalle Nutrition Cook - 12 years
Stephanie Buckley, Meals on Wheels Office Assistant, LaSalle -11 years
Martin Kinney, Dispatch, VAC Sandwich -11years
David McKenzie, Transit Driver, VAC Sandwich - 11 years

Gary Moss, Transit Driver, Sandwich VAC -11 years
Marl Ivie, Transit Driver, Kendall Area Transit -8 years
Colleen Batcheller Meals on Wheels Assistant -1 year
Melvin Bauswell, LaSalle Nutrition Driver -1 year
Antoinette Ellefsen, Kitchen Assistant, VAC Sandwich -1 year
David Hundiak, Transit Driver, Kendall Area Transit -1 year

Every day of the year, we offer two great ways you
can support the mission of
Voluntary Action Center

&
Whether you purchase items with Amazon Smile or donate items through our
Voluntary Action Center of Northern Illinois Meals on Wheels Wish List.
Your gift makes a world of difference for people in need in your community.
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This month, we're taking some time to thank our Executive Director, Ellen Rogers, for her 31 years of service at
Voluntary Action Center! Of course to properly celebrate Ellen, we had to use her favorite throwback picture!
That's her on the left, with her siblings, Reeva and John.
Thank you Ellen for your decades of dedicated service and your huge heart that touches so many each day.

We're loving our
new #vacstrong bus decals!
VAC is forever grateful for
the immense support that
the community continues
to give us.
Shout out to Banner Up
Signs, 1170 East State
Street, Sycamore, IL 60178
https://
bannerupsigns.com/ for
their awesome work!
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Both Kendall Area Transit and Voluntary Action Center
receive IDOT capital grants
As part of the 2020 Rebuild Illinois Capital Program, the state of Illinois through IDOT appropriated funds to provide grants to help public
transit agencies. Kendall Area Transit and TransVAC were among several organizations to receive funding, as was reported November
13, 2020.
IDOT aims to enhance Illinois’ transportation network by providing technical assistance and financial resources to public
transportation providers and rail operators, with the goal to provide options supporting an interconnected transportation network for
efficient movement of people and goods throughout the state.
The Transit Capital Bureau intends to divide the appropriated capital funds to provide the option of at least two separate calls for
projects over the next three to four years. The first call for projects was announced in January 2020 with an application due date that
was extended to June 2020. IDOT received a total of 31 applications, including 19 from rural transit providers and 12 from urban transit
providers. Of the 19 rural applications, a total of $23,180,394 in projects was determined to be eligible, including Kendall Area Transit
and TransVAC serving rural DeKalb County.
TransVAC will receive $361,839.20, giving us the opportunity to purchase two medium-duty paratransit buses to assist in expansion of
rural transit services, and one medium-duty paratransit bus to replace one that was totaled in an accident. Other improvements will
include upgraded ventilation/HVAC systems in facilities, upgrading bus surveillance system for safety and security of drivers and
passengers, and upgrading a radio transmitter which is outdated and needs repair.
Our Kendall Area Transit operation was apportioned $505,494. This will allow KAT To purchase a bus surveillance system. There is no
current surveillance system for the buses in place, but this will allow KAT to address liability issues and offers an additional level of
quality assurance. In addition, KAT will be able to purchase two medium-duty paratransit buses. A total of 25% of the current KAT fleet
is more than 10 years old and is still used actively, while demand for KAT services has increased steadily. Expansion vehicles will help
address growth and reduce regular use of older vehicles. Acquisition of new radios and upgrading the radio system to extend its range
are also included in plans for the grant monies. In addition, KAT plans to begin engineering and design for a new bus terminal and
working on plans for development of an integrated transit facility.

Thank you for your donation to VAC on December 1, 2020, Giving Tuesday!
Giving Tuesday is a worldwide movement to
make a difference in the lives of others. Globally,
individuals and organizations come together to
donate to help their communities and the world
they live in.
Created in 2012, Giving Tuesday is always held
on the Tuesday after Thanksgiving. This year it is
Tuesday, December 1, 2020. It is a simple idea to
encourage people to do good. Giving Tuesday
has grown in the past seven years into a global
phenomenon involving millions of people.
Voluntary Action Center hopes you will
commemorate Giving Tuesday by supporting
VAC programs, nutritional services to people in
need and continued access to transportation and
vital services in the community.
Know that your gift will help bring a meal, a ride,
and a smile to someone who needs it the most!
December 1, 2020
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Voluntary Action Center receives Dekalb County COVID Relief Fund grant
To provide emergency meal kits
Voluntary Action Center of Northern Illinois (VAC) was
awarded a COVID Relief Fund grant through the Dekalb
County Community Foundation (DCCF) to provide
emergency meal kits for isolated seniors and disabled
individuals.
DCCF is now in its third round of COVID Relief grant
awards, with local non-profit organizations submitting
proposals on a rolling basis. The fund was created
collaboratively through various funding partners to
respond to the effects of COVID -19 in Dekalb County.
VAC executive director, Ellen Rogers, requested $4500.00 to help create emergency food kits to help fill the
pantries of seniors and disabled individuals on the Meals on Wheels routes in the event of an unforeseen temporary
service delay. The maximum allowed in the grant is $5,000.00. “With the addition of this grant, we have received
$22,500 in DCCRF funds since its inception,” Rogers said. “Grants that we have received from DCCF have included
funds to meet the growing need for our Meals on Wheels program as a result of the pandemic, funds to expand our
summer meal program for children in need this past summer, and now for the creation of the emergency meal kits.
It is our plan to use this new grant award to create 200 emergency meal kits for our clients,” Rogers said, adding,
“VAC is thankful for the grant and for the continued support of other local supporters who are helping with
donations to create emergency meal kits.”

Volunteer Pam Baustian peruses assembled supplies
as she considers the task of compiling Emergency Meal Kits.
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